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tvアニメ アイドリッシュセブン second beat op主題歌 discover the future のオフィシャルピアノソロアレンジスコアです 作詞者 結城アイラ 作曲
者 kz bnoi アイナナ製作委員会 2020 bandai namco arts inc the official future says that women are moving
toward equality with men if not in our lifetime we say then in our children s think again if the
rate of change during the last twenty years holds it would be 2270 before women and men were
equally likely to be top managers of major corporations in the futures of women pamela
mccorduck and nancy ramsey explore four dramatically different alternatives for the coming
years using a powerful new way of understanding trends scenario planning the authors paint
these vivid landscapes backlash a golden age of equality two steps forward two steps back and
separate and doing fine thanks each scenario has its own inner logic firmly grounded in today s
events today s demographic and social trends and in tomorrow s technological promises but
each one derives from a different combination of the political social and economic conditions
that could prevail over the next twenty years the authors report from the recent un fourth world
conference on women in beijing further supports their scenarios the book began as a project for
the global business network a unique consulting firm whose scenario planning methods have
helped governments policymakers and business leaders create effective strategies for the future
decisions take on new meaning when we can live for awhile in the world that would result from a
course of action we re now considering imagine a world where as many women as men are
elected to the u s congress or a world where fear for personal safety causes women to don the
muslim chador on western streets or imagine a national economic policy influenced by giant
pension funds whose managers and clients are mainly women or a world where exclusive
resorts cater to the sexual needs of busy women executives are any of these worlds in our
future any one of them could be only by understanding how we could move from here to there
how the choices we make today could actually play out can we hope to influence which future
comes to pass the official future won t happen but one of these four scenarios could the
compelling stories of women living in these futures give women today the reasons and the
inspiration to shape their own a provocative and insightful look at using managed futures to
diversify investment portfolios financial advisors have long ignored managed futures yet in the
past thirty years managed futures have significantly outperformed traditional stock and bond
investments in high performance managed futures the new way to diversity your portfolio
author mark h melin advises investors to question the commonly held belief of stocks and bonds
buy and hold the first book of its kind melin advances a nobel prize winning investment method
that s been updated for today s world to describe how managed futures can be used to design
portfolios independent of the ups and downs of the stock market the book details a new path for
managing investments that s not entirely dependent on the economy at large describes
meaningful asset diversification while exposing wall street myths on the subject many of today s
investor s are betrayed by either short term thinking or the now outdated buy and hold investing
philosophy high performance managed futures details how to develop a stock market neutral
investment portfolio designed for success in the long term climate change and ecological
instability have the potential to disrupt human societies and their futures cultural social and
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ethical life in all societies is directed towards a future that can never be observed and never be
directly acted upon and yet is always interacting with us thinking and acting towards the future
involves efforts of imagination that are linked to our sense of being in the world and the
ecological pressures we experience the three key ideas of this book ecologies ontologies and
mythologies help us understand the ways people in many different societies attempt to predict
and shape their futures each chapter places a different emphasis on the linked domains of
environmental change embodied experience myth and fantasy politics technology and
intellectual reflection in relation to imagined futures the diverse geographic scope of the
chapters includes rural nepal the islands of the pacific ocean sweden coastal scotland north
america and remote rural and urban australia this book will appeal to researchers and students
in anthropology sociology environmental studies cultural studies psychology and politics 細田守監督作
品 未来のミライ 2018年夏公開 主人公は4歳の男の子 くんちゃん くんちゃんが出会うさまざまな風景 忘れられない人々を一冊にまとめました 家族みんなの成長記 未来の
ミライ を読み解く一冊 思い出は 記録することで記憶する increasingly we are all affected most profoundly not by the
tangibles in life such as bottom line numbers but by the intangibles our hopes and fears this
book provides the tools for developing a strategic vision within your business china has a
population of 1 3 billion people which puts enormous strain on her natural resources this volume
by one of the leading scholars on the earth s biosphere provides the fullest account yet of the
environmental challenges that china faces in lessons for the future davis hicks provides an
insight into and an argument for futures education he discusses the latest innovative teaching
and research in the field and looks at young people s attitudes to the future bringing together
case studies from germany greece poland portugal and the uk this book examines the
contribution of entrepreneurial ventures and new technology in stimulating economic
development in rural locations it looks at instances of good practice in terms of both public and
private initiatives and develops a coherent combination of policy objectives facilitating the long
term economic development of the countryside firstly analyzing the key causes and effects of
economic restructuring currently affecting europe s rural areas the book then explores the
consequences that european integration and globalization have had and will have in future it
identifies sources of entrepreneurship and examines their distribution between different gender
age and other social groupings the book continues to evaluate the extent to which the existing
institutional social and technological environment and infrastructure encourages and facilitates
entrepreneurship on may 2 2011 as canadians watched the federal election results roll in and
stephen harper s conservatives achieve a majority it appeared that we were witnessing a major
shift in the political landscape in reality canadian politics had been changing for quite some time
this volume provides the first account of the political upheavals of the past two decades and
speculates on the future of the country s national party system by documenting how parties and
voters responded to new challenges between 1993 and 2011 this book sheds light on one of the
most tumultuous periods in canadian political history an examination of curriculum innovations
that are shaped by new ideas about digital media and learning although ideas about digital
media and learning have become an important area for educational research little attention has
been given to the practical and conceptual implications for the school curriculum in this book
ben williamson examines a series of contemporary curriculum innovations in the united states
great britain and australia that reflect the social and technological changes of the digital age
arguing that the curriculum is always both forward and rearward looking williamson considers
how each of these innovations represents a certain way of understanding the past while also
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promoting a particular vision of the future the curriculum initiatives are all examples of what
williamson calls centrifugal schooling expressing a vision of education and learning that is
decentered distributed and dispersed emphasizing networks and connections in centrifugal
schooling a curriculum is actively assembled and improvised from a heterogeneous mix of
people groups coalitions and institutional structures participants in curriculum design and
planning include local governments corporations foundations charities and nongovernmental
organizations among the curriculum innovations williamson examines are high tech high a
charter school network in san diego that integrates technical and academic education opening
minds a competence based curriculum used in 200 british secondary schools and quest to learn
a school for digital kids in new york city with a sister school in chicago he also describes two
major partnerships the partnership for 21st century skills which advocates for 21st century
readiness for american students and the whole education alliance in britain a network of third
sector educational organizations as the pace of change has grown more rapid an emphasis on
survival and short term thinking has increasingly pervaded the realm of leadership and political
decision making in a bold response to this problem the israeli knesset established the
commission for future generations and appointed the former judge shlomo shoham as head of
the commission in 2001 shoham was tasked with the difficult work of representing the needs
interests and rights of those not yet born drawing upon his legal and political experience
shoham today demonstrates how we can overcome the pitfalls of short term thinking by
developing our future intelligence this kind of intelligence he argues is the key to infusing public
administration with visionary thinking and creative foresight endorsements from shimon peres
president of the state of israel in his book future intelligence judge ret shlomo shoham provides
a practical model on how to enhance sustainability in government and policy defining bodies to
serve the future of mankind and nature in a changing planet future intelligence turns to the
decision makers of today to break away from the conservative outlook and adopt a long term
vision for posterity from horst köhler former president of the federal republic of germany shlomo
shoham presented the work of the commission for future generations at the first forum on
demographic change of the former german president in 2005 for president horst köhler and
other participants shoham s conceptual contributions proved immensely valuable in helping lay
out new means of dealing with the fundamental challenges facing all countries including
germany the time is ripe to revisit canada s past and redress its historical wrongs yet in our
urgency to imagine roads to reconciliation with indigenous peoples it is important to keep in
sight the many other forms of diversity that canadian federalism has historically been designed
to accommodate or could also reflect more effectively canadian federalism and its future brings
together international experts to assess four fundamental institutions bicameralism the judiciary
as arbiter of the federal deal the electoral system and party politics and intergovernmental
relations the contributors use comparative and critical lenses to appraise the repercussions of
these four dimensions of canadian federalism on key actors including member states
constitutive units internal nations indigenous peoples and linguistic minorities pursuing the work
of the constitutions that shaped us 2015 and the quebec conference of 1864 2018 this third
volume is a testimony to canada s successes and failures in constitutional design reflecting on
the cultural pluralism inherent in this country canadian federalism and its future offers thought
provoking lessons for a world in search of concrete institutional solutions within and beyond the
traditional nation state this is the latest joint economic committee volume on the chinese
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economy with the current state of us china relations and hong kong s accession in 1997 the
study should provide policy makers in the usa with a useful tool in guiding economic policy
toward china considers h r 5573 h r 5138 s 502 leading scholars from east asia europe and the
us contribute new insights to the key questions facing the organization and future of the
monetary system in east asia central questions discussed and analysed in the book include
amongst others should the region move towards monetary union should countries peg their
exchange rates to the us dollar is complete dollarization an option for east asia the authors
argue that having realized price stability over the last twenty years in contrast to latin america
and africa the next logical step would be the gradual formation of various currency blocs within
the region this comprehensive discussion of the fundamental issues at stake will ensure the
book s appeal to academics and researchers of asian studies and financial economics financial
experts working in this area and policymakers will also find much of interest to them within this
book in the struggle for a multilingual future christina davis examines the tension between
ethnic conflict and multilingual education policy in the linguistic and social practices of sri lankan
minority youth facing a legacy of post independence language and education policies that were
among the complex causes of the sri lankan civil war 1983 2009 the government has recently
sought to promote interethnic integration through trilingual language policies in sinhala tamil
and english in state schools integrating ethnographic and linguistic research in and around two
schools during the last phase of the war davis s research shows how despite the intention of the
reforms practices on the ground reinforce language based models of ethnicity and sustain ethnic
divisions and power inequalities by engaging with the actual experiences of tamil and muslim
youth davis demonstrates the difficulties of using language policy to ameliorate ethnic conflict if
it does not also address how that conflict is produced and reproduced in everyday talk the
nation has lost sight of its public health goals and has allowed the system of public health to fall
into disarray from the future of public health this startling book contains proposals for ensuring
that public health service programs are efficient and effective enough to deal not only with the
topics of today but also with those of tomorrow in addition the authors make recommendations
for core functions in public health assessment policy development and service assurances and
identify the level of governmentâ federal state and localâ at which these functions would best
be handled ethiopia has experienced impressive agricultural growth and poverty reduction
stemming in part from substantial public investments in agriculture yet the agriculture sector
now faces increasing land and water constraints along with other challenges to growth ethiopia s
agrifood system past trends present challenges and future scenarios presents a forward looking
analysis of ethiopia s agrifood system in the context of a rapidly changing economy growth in
the agriculture sector remains essential to continued poverty reduction in ethiopia and will
depend on sustained investment in the agrifood system especially private sector investment
many of the policies for a successful agricultural and rural development strategy for ethiopia are
relevant for other african countries as well ethiopia s agrifood system should be a valuable
resource for policymakers development specialists and others concerned with economic
development in africa south of the sahara in the aftermath of major crises governments usually
turn to expensive public inquiries clearly such inquiries have an important policy learning
mandate however despite their high profile nature and their being the pre eminent means of
learning about crises we know very little about exactly what inquiries produce in terms of
learning and what factors influence their effectiveness this book examines the extent to which
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post crisis inquiries actually dodeliver effective lesson learning and thereby reduce vulnerability
to future threats it provides evidence from an international comparison of post crisis inquiries in
australia canada new zealand andthe united kingdom which will show that contrary to
conventional wisdom the post crisis inquiry is an effective means of policy learning after crises
and that they do consistently encourage policy reforms that enhance resilience to future threats
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公式楽譜「DiSCOVER THE FUTURE」ピアノ(ソロ)／初～中級 1996 tvアニメ アイドリッシュセブン second beat op主題歌 discover
the future のオフィシャルピアノソロアレンジスコアです 作詞者 結城アイラ 作曲者 kz bnoi アイナナ製作委員会 2020 bandai namco arts
inc
The Futures Of Women 1928 the official future says that women are moving toward equality
with men if not in our lifetime we say then in our children s think again if the rate of change
during the last twenty years holds it would be 2270 before women and men were equally likely
to be top managers of major corporations in the futures of women pamela mccorduck and nancy
ramsey explore four dramatically different alternatives for the coming years using a powerful
new way of understanding trends scenario planning the authors paint these vivid landscapes
backlash a golden age of equality two steps forward two steps back and separate and doing fine
thanks each scenario has its own inner logic firmly grounded in today s events today s
demographic and social trends and in tomorrow s technological promises but each one derives
from a different combination of the political social and economic conditions that could prevail
over the next twenty years the authors report from the recent un fourth world conference on
women in beijing further supports their scenarios the book began as a project for the global
business network a unique consulting firm whose scenario planning methods have helped
governments policymakers and business leaders create effective strategies for the future
decisions take on new meaning when we can live for awhile in the world that would result from a
course of action we re now considering imagine a world where as many women as men are
elected to the u s congress or a world where fear for personal safety causes women to don the
muslim chador on western streets or imagine a national economic policy influenced by giant
pension funds whose managers and clients are mainly women or a world where exclusive
resorts cater to the sexual needs of busy women executives are any of these worlds in our
future any one of them could be only by understanding how we could move from here to there
how the choices we make today could actually play out can we hope to influence which future
comes to pass the official future won t happen but one of these four scenarios could the
compelling stories of women living in these futures give women today the reasons and the
inspiration to shape their own
Grain Futures Act Amendment 1978 a provocative and insightful look at using managed futures
to diversify investment portfolios financial advisors have long ignored managed futures yet in
the past thirty years managed futures have significantly outperformed traditional stock and
bond investments in high performance managed futures the new way to diversity your portfolio
author mark h melin advises investors to question the commonly held belief of stocks and bonds
buy and hold the first book of its kind melin advances a nobel prize winning investment method
that s been updated for today s world to describe how managed futures can be used to design
portfolios independent of the ups and downs of the stock market the book details a new path for
managing investments that s not entirely dependent on the economy at large describes
meaningful asset diversification while exposing wall street myths on the subject many of today s
investor s are betrayed by either short term thinking or the now outdated buy and hold investing
philosophy high performance managed futures details how to develop a stock market neutral
investment portfolio designed for success in the long term
Appointment of David G. Gartner, Commissioner, Commodity Futures Trading Commission
2010-08-13 climate change and ecological instability have the potential to disrupt human
societies and their futures cultural social and ethical life in all societies is directed towards a
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future that can never be observed and never be directly acted upon and yet is always
interacting with us thinking and acting towards the future involves efforts of imagination that
are linked to our sense of being in the world and the ecological pressures we experience the
three key ideas of this book ecologies ontologies and mythologies help us understand the ways
people in many different societies attempt to predict and shape their futures each chapter
places a different emphasis on the linked domains of environmental change embodied
experience myth and fantasy politics technology and intellectual reflection in relation to
imagined futures the diverse geographic scope of the chapters includes rural nepal the islands
of the pacific ocean sweden coastal scotland north america and remote rural and urban australia
this book will appeal to researchers and students in anthropology sociology environmental
studies cultural studies psychology and politics
High-Performance Managed Futures 1933 細田守監督作品 未来のミライ 2018年夏公開 主人公は4歳の男の子 くんちゃん くん
ちゃんが出会うさまざまな風景 忘れられない人々を一冊にまとめました 家族みんなの成長記 未来のミライ を読み解く一冊 思い出は 記録することで記憶する
Wheat Futures 2015-08-27 increasingly we are all affected most profoundly not by the
tangibles in life such as bottom line numbers but by the intangibles our hopes and fears this
book provides the tools for developing a strategic vision within your business
Environmental Change and the World's Futures 2016-09-12 china has a population of 1 3
billion people which puts enormous strain on her natural resources this volume by one of the
leading scholars on the earth s biosphere provides the fullest account yet of the environmental
challenges that china faces
African futures: towards a sustainable emergence? 1974 in lessons for the future davis hicks
provides an insight into and an argument for futures education he discusses the latest
innovative teaching and research in the field and looks at young people s attitudes to the future
Interim Report on the Commodity Exchange Authority and on Commodity Futures
Trading 1922 bringing together case studies from germany greece poland portugal and the uk
this book examines the contribution of entrepreneurial ventures and new technology in
stimulating economic development in rural locations it looks at instances of good practice in
terms of both public and private initiatives and develops a coherent combination of policy
objectives facilitating the long term economic development of the countryside firstly analyzing
the key causes and effects of economic restructuring currently affecting europe s rural areas the
book then explores the consequences that european integration and globalization have had and
will have in future it identifies sources of entrepreneurship and examines their distribution
between different gender age and other social groupings the book continues to evaluate the
extent to which the existing institutional social and technological environment and infrastructure
encourages and facilitates entrepreneurship
Grain Futures Act 1978 on may 2 2011 as canadians watched the federal election results roll
in and stephen harper s conservatives achieve a majority it appeared that we were witnessing a
major shift in the political landscape in reality canadian politics had been changing for quite
some time this volume provides the first account of the political upheavals of the past two
decades and speculates on the future of the country s national party system by documenting
how parties and voters responded to new challenges between 1993 and 2011 this book sheds
light on one of the most tumultuous periods in canadian political history
Regulation of the Commodity Futures Markets, what Needs to be Done 1937 an
examination of curriculum innovations that are shaped by new ideas about digital media and
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learning although ideas about digital media and learning have become an important area for
educational research little attention has been given to the practical and conceptual implications
for the school curriculum in this book ben williamson examines a series of contemporary
curriculum innovations in the united states great britain and australia that reflect the social and
technological changes of the digital age arguing that the curriculum is always both forward and
rearward looking williamson considers how each of these innovations represents a certain way
of understanding the past while also promoting a particular vision of the future the curriculum
initiatives are all examples of what williamson calls centrifugal schooling expressing a vision of
education and learning that is decentered distributed and dispersed emphasizing networks and
connections in centrifugal schooling a curriculum is actively assembled and improvised from a
heterogeneous mix of people groups coalitions and institutional structures participants in
curriculum design and planning include local governments corporations foundations charities
and nongovernmental organizations among the curriculum innovations williamson examines are
high tech high a charter school network in san diego that integrates technical and academic
education opening minds a competence based curriculum used in 200 british secondary schools
and quest to learn a school for digital kids in new york city with a sister school in chicago he also
describes two major partnerships the partnership for 21st century skills which advocates for 21st
century readiness for american students and the whole education alliance in britain a network of
third sector educational organizations
Corn Futures 1978 as the pace of change has grown more rapid an emphasis on survival and
short term thinking has increasingly pervaded the realm of leadership and political decision
making in a bold response to this problem the israeli knesset established the commission for
future generations and appointed the former judge shlomo shoham as head of the commission
in 2001 shoham was tasked with the difficult work of representing the needs interests and rights
of those not yet born drawing upon his legal and political experience shoham today
demonstrates how we can overcome the pitfalls of short term thinking by developing our future
intelligence this kind of intelligence he argues is the key to infusing public administration with
visionary thinking and creative foresight endorsements from shimon peres president of the state
of israel in his book future intelligence judge ret shlomo shoham provides a practical model on
how to enhance sustainability in government and policy defining bodies to serve the future of
mankind and nature in a changing planet future intelligence turns to the decision makers of
today to break away from the conservative outlook and adopt a long term vision for posterity
from horst köhler former president of the federal republic of germany shlomo shoham presented
the work of the commission for future generations at the first forum on demographic change of
the former german president in 2005 for president horst köhler and other participants shoham s
conceptual contributions proved immensely valuable in helping lay out new means of dealing
with the fundamental challenges facing all countries including germany
Reauthorization of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 1980 the time is ripe to
revisit canada s past and redress its historical wrongs yet in our urgency to imagine roads to
reconciliation with indigenous peoples it is important to keep in sight the many other forms of
diversity that canadian federalism has historically been designed to accommodate or could also
reflect more effectively canadian federalism and its future brings together international experts
to assess four fundamental institutions bicameralism the judiciary as arbiter of the federal deal
the electoral system and party politics and intergovernmental relations the contributors use
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comparative and critical lenses to appraise the repercussions of these four dimensions of
canadian federalism on key actors including member states constitutive units internal nations
indigenous peoples and linguistic minorities pursuing the work of the constitutions that shaped
us 2015 and the quebec conference of 1864 2018 this third volume is a testimony to canada s
successes and failures in constitutional design reflecting on the cultural pluralism inherent in
this country canadian federalism and its future offers thought provoking lessons for a world in
search of concrete institutional solutions within and beyond the traditional nation state
Commodity Futures Trading Commission. Department of Agriculture 2018-07-20 this is
the latest joint economic committee volume on the chinese economy with the current state of us
china relations and hong kong s accession in 1997 the study should provide policy makers in the
usa with a useful tool in guiding economic policy toward china
未来のミライ　オフィシャルガイド　くんちゃんアルバム 1926 considers h r 5573 h r 5138 s 502
Cottonseed Oil Futures ... 1990 leading scholars from east asia europe and the us contribute
new insights to the key questions facing the organization and future of the monetary system in
east asia central questions discussed and analysed in the book include amongst others should
the region move towards monetary union should countries peg their exchange rates to the us
dollar is complete dollarization an option for east asia the authors argue that having realized
price stability over the last twenty years in contrast to latin america and africa the next logical
step would be the gradual formation of various currency blocs within the region this
comprehensive discussion of the fundamental issues at stake will ensure the book s appeal to
academics and researchers of asian studies and financial economics financial experts working in
this area and policymakers will also find much of interest to them within this book
Oversight Hearings with Regard to the Reauthorization of the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission 1921 in the struggle for a multilingual future christina davis examines
the tension between ethnic conflict and multilingual education policy in the linguistic and social
practices of sri lankan minority youth facing a legacy of post independence language and
education policies that were among the complex causes of the sri lankan civil war 1983 2009
the government has recently sought to promote interethnic integration through trilingual
language policies in sinhala tamil and english in state schools integrating ethnographic and
linguistic research in and around two schools during the last phase of the war davis s research
shows how despite the intention of the reforms practices on the ground reinforce language
based models of ethnicity and sustain ethnic divisions and power inequalities by engaging with
the actual experiences of tamil and muslim youth davis demonstrates the difficulties of using
language policy to ameliorate ethnic conflict if it does not also address how that conflict is
produced and reproduced in everyday talk
Future Trading 1998 the nation has lost sight of its public health goals and has allowed the
system of public health to fall into disarray from the future of public health this startling book
contains proposals for ensuring that public health service programs are efficient and effective
enough to deal not only with the topics of today but also with those of tomorrow in addition the
authors make recommendations for core functions in public health assessment policy
development and service assurances and identify the level of governmentâ federal state and
localâ at which these functions would best be handled
The Art of the Long View 1978 ethiopia has experienced impressive agricultural growth and
poverty reduction stemming in part from substantial public investments in agriculture yet the
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agriculture sector now faces increasing land and water constraints along with other challenges
to growth ethiopia s agrifood system past trends present challenges and future scenarios
presents a forward looking analysis of ethiopia s agrifood system in the context of a rapidly
changing economy growth in the agriculture sector remains essential to continued poverty
reduction in ethiopia and will depend on sustained investment in the agrifood system especially
private sector investment many of the policies for a successful agricultural and rural
development strategy for ethiopia are relevant for other african countries as well ethiopia s
agrifood system should be a valuable resource for policymakers development specialists and
others concerned with economic development in africa south of the sahara
Glossary of Some Terms Commonly Used in the Futures Trading Industry 1974 in the
aftermath of major crises governments usually turn to expensive public inquiries clearly such
inquiries have an important policy learning mandate however despite their high profile nature
and their being the pre eminent means of learning about crises we know very little about exactly
what inquiries produce in terms of learning and what factors influence their effectiveness this
book examines the extent to which post crisis inquiries actually dodeliver effective lesson
learning and thereby reduce vulnerability to future threats it provides evidence from an
international comparison of post crisis inquiries in australia canada new zealand andthe united
kingdom which will show that contrary to conventional wisdom the post crisis inquiry is an
effective means of policy learning after crises and that they do consistently encourage policy
reforms that enhance resilience to future threats
Commodity Futures Trading Commission Act 2015
To Amend the United States Cotton Futures Act to Exclude Certain Cotton Futures Contracts
from Coverage Under Such Act 1968
Urban and Rural America: Policies for Future Growth 1983
Futures Trading Act of 1982 2004-03
China's Past, China's Future 2002
Lessons for the Future 2017-11-30
The Future of Europe's Rural Peripheries 2013-03-01
Parties, Elections, and the Future of Canadian Politics 2013-03-08
The Future of the Curriculum 2011-02-01
Future Intelligence 2020-09-23
Canadian Federalism and Its Future 1990-06-01
Back to the Future 2002
Amtrak's Future 1997-02-26
China's Economic Future 1973
1973 Highway Legislation: Future Highway Needs 2005-01-01
East Asia's Monetary Future 2019-12-20
The Struggle for a Multilingual Future 1988-02-01
The Future of Public Health 2020-09-14
Ethiopia's agrifood system: Past trends, present challenges, and future scenarios
2019-01-15
Public Inquiries, Policy Learning, and the Threat of Future Crises
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